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A golden age for Kinross

Article

Financially, Kinross is enjoying a golden age. The slight 
drop in its share price in recent days does not overshadow 
the 29% rise achieved over the last three months. The 
consensus from analysts at Yahoo Finance, Nasdaq 
and Directors Talk is that the company has reached an 
excellent stage amid the global turbulence caused by the 
pandemic, as it has properties being explored, developed 
and exploited on three continents. 
Two Kinross projects in Chile are progressing at different 
rates.  La Coipa belongs to its subsidiary Mantos de Oro 
and last February the company announced that this mine 
will be reopened with Phase 7, after closing in 2013 after 
exhausting its economically exploitable reserves. At the 
beginning of August, Kinross announced the results of 

Kinross has a solid financial position in these turbulent times and it is developing two projects in Chile at 
a steady pace. It is reopening La Coipa after seven years of inactivity and then Lobo Marte when La Coipa 
reaches the end of its useful life. 

the Lobo-Marte pre-feasibility study, which forecasts a 
useful life of 15 years with a total production of around 
5.4 million ounces of gold. 
A key factor that could explain the success of Kinross is 
the rising gold price on international markets, motivated 
precisely by investors’ search for stability in the current 
situation. But that increase has not led the company to 
exaggerate its calculations, as Rolando Cubillos, Vice-
President and General Operations Manager at Kinross 
Chile, explains: “It would be premature to talk about a 
renaissance in gold mining within Chile, given the current 
situation and the uncertainties inherent in the pandemic. 
We have a great project that will allow us to reactivate 
mining in Chile.

Aerial view of La Coipa

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The projects 

La Coipa will require an initial capital investment of 
approximately US$ 225 million and Mr. Cubillos reports, 
“It is expected to generate up to 700 jobs during the 
development stage and up to 1,000 during the mine’s 
peak year.” Forecast total production is approximately 
690,000 ounces of gold, which is scheduled to begin 
between mid-2022 and 2024.
Kinross will continue to study other potential opportunities 
in the deposits adjacent to La Coipa, according to Mr. 
Cubillos.
Lobo-Marte is in the Maricunga belt, 160 kilometers east 
of Copiapó, and Kinross is planning to start production 
there after the La Coipa project is terminated. The two 
projects are separated by a distance of only 50 kilometers. 
The 15-year useful life of the project comprises 12 years 
of extraction and 3 years of residual processing.
Mr. Cubillos explained “The Company plans to begin a 
feasibility study at the end of this year, with completion 
scheduled for the fourth quarter of 2021. The feasibility 

study is expected to deliver the detailed engineering 
and project description required for its permits and its 
submission to an Environmental Impact Assessment.”  

Kinross’ plans for 2020  

The company’s priorities for the few remaining months 
of the year are to concentrate on reopening the former 
La Coipa plant with its mining camp and roads, while 
ensuring safe operational continuity in the context of the 
pandemic. Mr. Cubillos emphasized “We have introduced 
various measures and protocols at our operations to deal 
with the pandemic, as Kinross believes that our most 
important resource is people.”
Mr. Cubillos reflected on the effects of the pandemic 
for Kinross in Chile and explained that “Restrictions on 
the movement of people, as a result of the preventive 
measures introduced to mitigate the pandemic, have 
changed the scheduling of processes compared to our 
initial plans, but without affecting the project. In particular, 
we have extended the work schedule by three months.”

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Mr. Cubillos addressed the company’s relationship with 
local communities by assuring us that “Kinross Chile has 
engaged rapidly and voluntarily with local communities 
through cultural, educational and social contributions. 
The company established a relationship with the Collas 

Lobo-Marte panorama

communities in 2014 in order to prepare for the Phase 7 
project, which resulted in voluntary agreements between 
both parties that were carried out through various social 
programs, for example, support for remedial education 
and for recovering local culture and heritage.”

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Copper, the great winner in the 
pandemic

Copper is experiencing a boom and has reached its highest price since 2018. How can this phenomenon be 
explained and what is the forecast between now and the end of the year? 

Article

At the end of July, Mining.com indicated that copper had 
become the most profitable commodity in the midst of 
the current global crisis caused by Covid-19, even above 
gold(https://www.mining.com/forget-the-gold-price-
copper-was-most-profitable-covid-19-trade/). At the 
time, Mining.com emphasized how stable the Copper 
price had been during this turbulent year. As the weeks 
went by that stability became a rebound. The Copper 
price closed on Friday, August 28, at US$3 per pound, its 

highest value since June 2018. 

What does the future hold?

Forecasts are often uncertain during times like these. 
Current market conditions are volatile, because the 
international situation is too changeable. A serious 
Covid19 resurgence in a key economy, or the discovery of 
a vaccine, could dramatically alter conditions. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
https://www.mining.com/forget-the-gold-price-copper-was-most-profitable-covid-19-trade/
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A sensible prediction

The Chilean Copper Commission released its Copper 
Market Trends Report for the second half of 2020 in early 
August, based on the current scenario, which contains a 
forecast of US$ 2.62 per pound on average by the end 
of the year. Mr. Jorge Cantallopts, Cochilco’s Director 
of Public Policy Studies, explained “That means that 
the copper price can be around US$ 2.70 or that range, 
because recovery in the Chinese economy during the 
last month has led to a particularly high price together 
with the impact of other short-term factors, such as the 
suspension of some mines in Chile, although this risk 
has been decreasing. The specific production data for 
July and August in Chile and Peru should help to relax 
the market.”
Chilean mining indicators have been consistent. Mr. 
Cantallopts said “Copper production in Chile did not 
decrease until June, with volumes very similar to 
forecast volumes. When there was an infection surge in 
Antofagasta and Calama, the world was very attentive. 
When potential closures or decreases in production 
were announced in July, we saw a very significant price 
increase due to the potential reduction in supply, although 
this has yet to happen.” 
The numbers that Cochilco forecasts are conservative 
for a reason. Mr. Cantallopts said, “Our role is to provide 
an unbiased estimate, based on as much information as 
possible, rather than accurately predicting the copper 
price. We do not expect to see dramatic price rises, but 
we provide data that will be used for preparing public 
policies and several other decisions. Our goal is different, 
and our forecast at the beginning of August was based 
on the best information available at that time. Since then 
we have fortunately seen a rising trend, and today our 
forecast may seem conservative.” 
The Central Bank of Chile also adopts this approach. Its 
most recent Monetary Policy Report was published last 
June and forecast a copper price of US$ 2.6 per pound, 
when conditions for copper were only beginning to 
improve after instability at the beginning of the year. 
Mr. Sebastián Espinoza, XTB Latam’s market analyst 
explained “The Copper price fully recovered from the 

fall in March. We believe that it may reach new highs in 
the short term, but that doesn’t imply that copper prices 
will rise forever. At the moment there is an appetite for 
indications of a recovery, and probably the copper price 
will remain close to US$ 2.7 or 2.8 per pound, but not 
much more than that.” 

US dollar versus copper

The copper price has also risen due to the dollar’s 
instability. Mr. Cantallopts explained “The slow recovery 
and poor figures regarding the North American economy 
have generated liquidity that has kept the copper price 
high. We have seen a big drop in employment and 
significant job creation is a long way off, so an expansive 
monetary policy cannot be reversed.” He added that “as 
the US economy begins to recover and overcomes the 
uncertainty produced by the election this year, the dollar 
should rebound globally, and that could lead to lower 
commodity prices.” 
That uncertainty about the dollar should reach an 
equilibrium in the coming months. A significant factor is 
the upcoming presidential election on November 3, which 
is taking place in a politically polarized environment that 
has caused economic and social instability. 
For now, the rise is sustained, but it seems reasonable to 
forecast that this trend will stabilize. 
Mr. Espinoza added, “Copper had that famous V-shaped 
recovery everyone was talking about, and it recovered 
about 28% of its fall in March. US stock market indices are 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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rising and together with the stimulus packages, interest is 
gathering in investment that has so far helped to keep the 
copper price rising. We have to remember that productive 
capacity may still be reactivated, which would lead to a 
decrease in the price, or at least stabilize it.” 

A new equilibrium 

The rise in commodity prices should stabilize over the 
medium term. This is the logical conclusion in the current 
situation, as supply may still contract, which tends to raise 
prices. Demand is now on the rise, but it is still below pre-
pandemic levels, which should produce a new equilibrium 
where the copper price remains constant. 

Mr. Cantallopts explained, “The Chinese economy should 
grow by around 1% this year, and that estimate implies 
that the demand for copper will fall by 3.2% this year. 
However, supply is also falling around 2.9%, according 
to our figures, which generates a slight surplus in the 
market of just over 130,000 tons. Therefore, we think 
that although the world economy will not grow and will 
remain close to 5% globally, we believe that the copper 
price will not fall, and our forecast is not very different 
from the price we forecast for last year. We have seen a 
great deal of stability since the beginning of June, with a 
fairly flat price that has oscillated around US$ 2.9, which 
should stabilize once the dollar recovers.” 

 Copper Price evolution during the last six months at this edition’s closing date. Source:
kitcometals.com

https://chilexploregroup.cl
http://www.kitcometals.com/charts/copper_historical_large.html#6months
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Tax-free exploration? 
Article

Are all drilling programs in Chile tax-exempt? No. But the details of the Official Notice published by the 
Internal Revenue Service at the beginning of August opens the door for this incentive to expand in the future. 
It is not a general public policy, but it could be the first step in that direction. 

An introduction to the issue

CESCO published a report in 2016 entitled Restrictions 
that Prevent the Increase of Mining Exploration in Chile, 
which identified the concessions system as the major 
obstacle to Chile’s ability to compete for international 
mining investment. 
But there are other factors that deter potential 
investors, such as the scarcity and inaccuracy of Chile’s 
geological information. 
According to data from Cochilco, the number of 
exploration projects that are paralyzed or abandoned 
has consistently increased in Chile since 2015. Its most 
recent annual report called the Survey of exploration 
companies in Chile 2019, found that only 67 out of 300 
projects analyzed were still active. 
This situation emphasizes the requirement for 
national exploration incentives. Ms. María Paz Pulgar 
is a attorney specializing in mining law from Philippi 
Prietocarriosa DU and Uria and she believes, “Mining 
exploration in Chile has declined considerably, due 
to international factors related to the availability of 
financing. The investment required to develop a project 
from scratch is very high, and it is not uncommon 
for drilling campaigns to find that discoveries are 
unprofitable. Since exploration is high risk, it is vital to 
have sufficient information to substantiate a finding, so 
exploration needs a significant stimulus and specific 
measures.”

Exploration and taxes   

Ms. Pulgar explained, “Companies exclusively dedicated 
to mining exploration do not generate profits, because 
they have no sales. They only receive investment and 
incur expenses in their accounting. Therefore, mining 
exploration companies are not generally affected by 
taxes.” 
Ms. Pulgar added, “The current volume of drilling by 
dedicated drilling companies is marginal and represents 
about 10% of the total, compared to exploration by 
companies that both explore and extract.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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On August 3, the Internal Revenue Service decided 
not to tax diamond drilling with core sample recovery, 
as published in Official Notice N°1484, This decision 
followed a presentation during tender 1075914-1-LQ20 
opened by the Undersecretary of the Mining Ministry, 
within the artisanal mining standardization program in 
the Bio Bio region. 

What does this mean and what are the consequences for 
exploration? 

The exemption from VAT is very specific. It only applies 
to this drilling technique for mining purposes and not, 
for example, for water exploration, and it must be to 
a minimum depth of 1,300 meters. This means that 
whoever hires an exploration company to undertake 
drilling with these features will not have to pay 19% 
VAT. The decision establishes a criterion that benefits 
all taxpayers from the moment the Official Notice was 
published. 
 

Cheaper drilling? 

Not necessarily. Ms. Pulgar clarified that “it is more 
than likely that drilling companies will pass on the VAT 
benefit to exploration companies through their prices, 
which will reduce the cost for exploration companies.” 
Every drilling company pays VAT on its consumables, 
such as spare parts, rods, heads, fuel, etc. “They will 
most likely pass that value on in their prices” as they 
will no longer be paying VAT for this specific drilling. 
But this new approach will benefit exploration 
companies that hire drilling companies to drill holes 
with these features. Ms. Pulgar explained, “This will 
lower the total cost of a drilling campaign, which 
generates an indirect stimulus, although not efficiently 
because it is very restrictive. But nothing prevents an 
exploration company from submitting a request to 
the IRS for a ruling on other types of drilling, such as 
reverse air drilling.” 
The drilling conditions described in the IRS decision 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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arise from a specific request for such diamond 
drilling with core recovery to 1,300m. Ms. Pulgar said, 
“Therefore, the IRS has only resolved one particular set 
of conditions. The door is open for other companies 
to repeat this exercise. I don’t think the purpose of the 
Official Notice was to promote mining exploration in 
general, but to respond to a very specific request.” 
Several individual requests could make authorities 
aware of the need for a broader public policy stimulus. 
This is necessary, because the current situation has 
resulted in a fall in the geological information available 
to investors, who are obviously looking to reduce their 
risks. At a time like the present, when commodities are 
on the rise, investors are interested in investing in mines 
that are well described, and that information can only 
be based on exploration. A stimulus that encourages 
detailed mining exploration is good business for 
everyone, at the end of the day. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
https://chilexploregroup.cl/en/geophysics/
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The company reported that initial drilling during its 
exploration campaign of breccias at its San Francisco 
de Los Andes project had intersected high copper 
concentrations. Significant results include 83m @ 4.4 
g/t Au, 82 g/t Ag & 0.43% Cu (5.9 g/t AuEq), including 
41m @ 7.03 g/t Au, 91 g/t Ag and 0.51% Cu; 109m 
@ 4.94 g/t Au, 109 g/t Ag & 1.1% Cu (7.55 g/t AuEq), 

News

ARGENTINA

Tourmalina extends mineralization at San Francisco 
de Los Andes

Breccia sample from the San Francisco de Los Andes deposit

including 27m @ 9.02 g/t Au, 94 g/t Ag and 1.08% Cu, 
and finally 13m @ 0.9 g/t Au, 51 g/t Ag and 0.54% 
Cu (2.1 g/t AuEq). According to Turmalina, the San 
Francisco de Los Andes mineralization remains open 
laterally and at depth, and phase two of the drilling 
program aims to extend the mineralization area first 
detected during the 2019 campaign.

The company has started a vertical electric drilling 
campaign in an attempt to repeat its exploration 
success in the northern region of these salt flats, which 
identified a thick zone of high conductivity that probably 
extends beyond the area that the company identified in 
July and August. Alpha Lithium’s campaign employs 

ARGENTINA

Alpha Lithium announces geophysical program 
extension in the southern sector of Salar Tolillar

the services of Conhidro SRL, who are responsible for 
vertical electrical drilling, which induces a continuous 
voltage of 800 volts using a probe that also measures 
current and resistivity. The team will record 31 data-
points during the current campaign.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The Canadian company announced that it has started 
Phase 2 drilling at its property in Salta province, 
Argentina, with ten priority holes in the Oculto area, 
where most of the Diablillo gold-silver mineralization 

The program includes 2,750m of diamond drilling to 
explore 6 veins and another 1,500m of trenching over 
another 12 veins. Preliminary surface drilling revealed 

ARGENTINA

Abraplata begins 5,000 meter exploration program at 
Diablillo

ARGENTINA

Silver Sands Resources and Mirasol begin phase 1 
exploration at Virginia Silver

Diablillo’s exploration areas

has been found, in addition to the Laderas, Noreste, 
Zorro, Cerro Bayo and Cerro Bayo Este areas. The 
campaign includes magnetic exploration to identify 
drilling targets at depth. 

promising results with a maximum of 25,080 g/t Ag 
in one of the veins. The campaign will begin in early 
September. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The company reported the results of its infill drilling 
program at its property in Potosi department. 
Significant results include 102m @ 145 g/t Ag, 1.05% 
Pb, 2.56% Zn, including 12m @ 784 g/t Ag, 4.11% 
Pb and 3.79% Zn, and 5m @ 1,565 g/t Ag, 8.25% Pb 

BOLIVIA

Silver Elephant intersects 1,565 g/t Ag in Pulacayo

Panorama of the Pulacayo project, indicating the open pit area planned by Silver Elephant

and 3.85% Zn. Silver Elephant has closed its 2020 
exploration campaign and access to the property 
remains intermittent and restricted due to the health 
measures imposed by the pandemic. 

This gold mine located in Minas Gerais has proven and 
probable reserves of 240,000 ounces of gold contained 
in 1.86 Mt with an average grade of 4 g/t Au, which 
represents a 12% increase in the concentration of its 
reserves, according to new calculations. Its probable 

BRAZIL

Jaguar Mining updates reserves and resources at Pilar 
mine

reserves within that total increased by 99% to 133,000 
ounces of gold at an average grade of 4.11 g/t Au. 
Jaguar prepared a new geological model and technical 
report as of May 31, 2020. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Meridian is offering two Brazilian mining companies 
a total of US$ 8.5 million, plus 4.5 million shares, in 
exchange for full control of the property, located in 
Mato Grosso, 330 kilometers from Cuiabá. Cabaçal 
has undeveloped gold-copper mineralization extending 

The company’s campaign analyzed the two targets 
identified so far at the property, located 75 kilometers 
east of Copiapó, without finding the source of the 
copper-gold mineralization that was previously 
extracted from the site. Sample analyses yielded 

BRAZIL

Meridian signs option agreement for Cabaçal gold-
copper project

CHILE

Orestone announces exploration results from 
Resguardo 

Location of Cabaçal in Mato Grosso, Brazil

relatively low values of between 219 and 173 ppm Cu. 
The company has already announced that while it is 
deciding on the future of the Resguardo project, it will 
concentrate its short term exploration resources on 
Capitan, its property in British Columbia, Canada. 

from the surface down to 175m, as reported in historical 
holes totaling 70,000 meters over a surface area of 
18,460ha. The mine operated from the late 1980s to 
the early 1990s, and Meridian estimates that the main 
mineralization area was never mined. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The company was notified that the Valparaiso Court 
of Appeals ordered a public consultation regarding 
this project, before the environmental assessment 
announced last April can be completed. Los Andes 
Copper had to re-evaluate the start of the drilling program 
planned for the site, while it waits for the Environmental 

CHILE

Los Andes Copper reports an update on the status of 
Vizcachitas

Assessment Service to accept the Court’s requirement, 
and carry out the public consultation, or appeal against 
it. The company expects that initial operations will be 
delayed between six and eight months, but believes 
that the project’s overall development schedule will not 
be affected. 

Cornerstone’s Miocene project is located between 
the Second and Third regions, and has identified two 
target deposits, one is epithermal gold and silver and 
the other is porphyry copper. Development at Miocene 
is subject to an agreement between Cornerstone 
and Newcrest, and exploration so far has revealed a 

CHILE

Cornerstone updates the status of its Miocene project 

northwest-southeast anomaly between two volcanic 
units with a mineral distribution pattern consistent 
with high sulfidation epithermal deposits. The property 
is still unexplored, because Cornerstone decided to 
postpone its campaign scheduled for March this year 
until December. 

Miocene geology and alterations, the new Cornerstone project

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The company reached an agreement with SBX Chile 
to acquire a crushing and processing plant to develop 
the Farellón mine. The agreement is subject to legal 
procedures, and includes the acquisition of crushers 
and a flotation plant with sufficient capacity to process 
5,000 tons per month. The equipment includes primary, 
secondary and tertiary crushers, two 1.5x3 meter ball 
mills, and a flotation circuit. Additionally, Altiplano 
reports signing a land use agreement for the plant’s 
future location, some 15 kilometers from the Farellón 

CHILE

Altiplano Metals announces the acquisition of a mill 
and flotation plant for Farellón

Map of the Altiplano processing plant, 15 km from Farellón

mine. Altiplano will begin preliminary work to prepare 
for the plant’s arrival, including exploring, preparing 
the site, connecting water and electricity, and building 
the foundations. The company announced the Farellón 
underground extension in early August, which is 
a high grade iron oxide, copper and gold system 
with operating permits for 5,000 tons per month. 
Altiplano has recovered 2.24 million ounces of copper 
mineralized material since the beginning of 2018, with 
a concentration of 1.8%.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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CHILE

GoldHaven begins to acquire five projects in the 
Maricunga belt

Goldhaven is interested in these properties at Maricunga

The Canadian company announced 
an LOI to acquire full control of five 
projects from a private seller in the 
prolific Maricunga area. The acquisition 
covers 226 square kilometers in the 
vicinity of the Salares Norte project, 
currently owned by Gold Fields. The 
opportunity to acquire these projects at 
Maricunga arose as a result of Corfo’s 
program to encourage exploration and 
strengthen Chile’s position as a leader in 
the sector, according to the company, as 
detailed in the July 2018 edition of Chile 
Explore(https://chilexploregroup.cl/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/CER65_ENG-
nopassword.pdf). The five projects are 
Jacqueline, Cóndor, Alicia, Roma and 
Valle. They will be added to the Río Loa 
and Coya projects, as GoldHaven already 
submitted an LOI for these properties 
last April. The company expects to 
begin work on these projects after 
winter ends in the southern hemisphere 
and restrictions associated with the 
pandemic are lifted.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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COLOMBIA

Max Resource reports native silver and sulphide 
discoveries at the AM belt of the CESAR Project

The company reported the results from a sample 
study carried out in conjunction with the University of 
Science and Technology in Krakow, Poland. The study 
found silver in chalcocite and covellite and native 
silver from the AM South area of the CESAR project, 

COLOMBIA

FenixOro confirms that its geophysical study 
strengthens its porphyry model at Abriaquí

The magnetometry analyses provided more details 
regarding the system of 80 Buriticá style mesothermal 
gold veins that will be the main target for the first 6,000 
meter exploration campaign at the property. The potential 
for discovering a porphyry gold mineralization at Abriaquí 
was identified earlier this year with the discovery of a small 
outcrop of potassic alteration containing magnetite. The 
magnetometry data identified a near-surface anomaly of 
about 1km2. The company is now redesigning Phase 1 of 
its exploration campaign to include at least one drill hole 
in the magnetic anomaly, and has also acquired the rights 
to four property concessions from Polo Mining that are 
adjacent to the Abriaquí project. 

Abriaquí magnetometry

Native silver on the left and silver in chalcocite on the right, from the César project

which the company interprets as encouraging signs 
of a silver-copper system in strata at the property. The 
CESAR project is exclusively owned by Max Resource 
and is located 420 kilometers north of Bogotá. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Megapozo section with actual and planned drilling

This target is part of the Santa Ana project in 
Tolima department and the shallow drilling 
campaign intersected numerous previous 
drill holes together with 0.4m @ 37 g/t Au 
and 1,220 g/t Ag at a depth of 24 meters. 
Megapozo is the third target to be identified 
at the project, so joins La Ivana and Roberto 
Tovar. 

The property is located in southern Ecuador, and first 
results found 567m @ 0.80% Cu, 0.04% Mo and 0.1 g/t 
Au (1% CuEq). This is the first exploration campaign at 
Warintza in almost 20 years, and it aims to expand the 

COLOMBIA

Outcrop Gold announces the results of its Megapozo 
discovery

ECUADOR

Solaris announces first intersection at Warintza and 
adds second drill rig

lateral footprint and depth of this deposit discovered 
by J. David Lowell in 2000. Solaris has interpreted this 
finding as part of the outer halo of a porphyry system 
with an even higher-grade core yet to be explored. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The company is drilling the southern block of its 
project’s Volcanogenic Massive Sulfide (VMS) within its 
exploration campaign, in order to study the continuity 
and potential extension of this mineralization. 

The company announced additional 
high grade copper-silver mineralization 
in sediment from the Kirus area of the 
Lost Cities-Cutucu project, which is 
an 8 x 3 kilometer area with grades 
up to 6.1% Cu and 51 g/t Ag in the 
most recent samples. Exploration was 
concentrated in the Tsenken area of 
the project. The CEO and Chairman, 
Keith Barron, expects that like Tsenken, 
the Kirus area will be resolved into 
a cluster of specific targets before 
launching an exploration phase. 

Significant results include 4.7m @ 18 g/t Au, 119.6 g/t 
Ag and 3.58 g/t Cu, and 5.64m @ 12.46 g/t Au, 137.42 
g/t Ag and 9.02 g/t Cu. 

ECUADOR

Atico Mining extends mineralization areas at La Plata 
project

ECUADOR

Aurania identifies new target in its Lost Cities project

Sampling in the Kirus area of Lost Cities

Layout of La Plata drilling campaign
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GUYANA

Zijin Mining completes its acquisition of Guyana 
Goldfields 

NICARAGUA

Mako Mining announces new intersections in the 
Bayacún area of Las Conchitas

The Canadian mining company was finally sold to 
the Chinese company on August 25, in accordance 
with regulations in both countries. Guyana Goldfields 

Two new holes in the sector produced 
4.5m @ 22.26 g/t Au and 44.6 g/t Ag, 
and 5.5m @ 
11.71 g/t Au and 25.5 g/t Ag. Several 
additional holes found multiple 
mineralization areas and a hole in the 
historic Los Dolores tunnel found 2.65m 
@ 14.68 g/t Au and 39.1 g/t Ag. Las 
Conchitas is part of the San Albino-Murra 
de Mako property in the Nueva Segovia 
region. The company’s 2020 drilling 
program aims to identify the features of 
a high grade surface gold mineralization 
within the Bayacun area, one of the most 
promising targets within Las Conchitas.

shareholders will receive C$1.85 per share. Zijin has 
mines in 11 countries, including Rio Blanco in Peru and 
Buriticá in Colombia. 

Drilling map at Las Conchitas
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Map of the Auquis project

PERU

Latin Metals acquires the Auquis copper project

The Canadian company announced that it had 
acquired the property, located on the Peruvian coastal 
belt, about 370 kilometers south of Lima. Auquis is 
a porphyry copper-molybdenum exploration project 
with numerous untested anomalies. Historical sample 

results found copper concentrations between 48.7 and 
607 ppm. Besides Auquis, Latin Metals has the Lacsha 
project in Peru and the Trigal, Organullo, El Quemado, 
Esperanza, Cerro Bayo, Mina Angela, Aylen, La Flora, 
Pedro and Fiorentina projects in Argentina.
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PERU

Q-Gold closes acquisition agreement for Surupana
The company completed an option for 100% of the main 
area of Surupana in Puno province. Surface sampling 
has found between 1,880 and 1,050 g/t Ag, in an area 
containing several surface geochemical anomalies, 
although no clear descriptive model has been identified 

yet. The property comprises 12 old mines, where 
sporadic small-scale surface and underground mining 
was carried out in the 1960s and 1970s, which focused 
on high grade silver, copper and lead mineralization.

PERU

Several companies resume exploration in Peru
Palamina, Regulus and Panoro have resumed their 
exploration programs, whilst complying with the 
restrictions and social distancing required to prevent 
the spread of Covid 19. Also Chakana will begin phase 
3 drilling at its Soledad project in Ancash province. 

Companies are reporting losses, while Inca One and 
Equinox restructured their debt and most are gradually 
beginning to resume operations, amidst the strict 
measures imposed by the Peruvian government. 
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We published a map in our previous issue displaying 
the Pedra Branca deposit in the Carajas district of 
Brazil owned by Oz Minerals in a note about the Pedra 
Branca deposit in the Ceará district, which Jaguar 

*Correction

Minerals sold to Jiulian Resources last month. This is 
the correct image of the Pedra Branca gold deposit in 
Ceará. Thanks to Tim Walmsley of Lundin Mining for 
his kind correction. 
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